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1

Introduction

When opening a random atlas, one will encounter maps on a variety of topics. Some may be
best suited as road maps, others show the political boundaries and yet others show properties
of areas that are not geographic in nature, such as population density, annual income per
capita, average levels of precipitation or the level of unemployment. These maps often look
alike, only with different colours and labels. A type of map that one does not usually find
in atlases is a map that shows travel times. A possible explanation could be that the typical
thematic map format (where often a whole area is given one colour) does not easily extend
to displaying travel times. Traditional cartographers nearly always create thematic maps
that have a regular, non-distorted, geographic map as their underlying base map, with the
exception of some area-by-value cartograms. This may be because of puritanistic views, or
perhaps they do not trust their readers to understand distorted maps. When used in the
right situations, however, a distorted map may be able to convey information better than a
regular map.
One way to visualize travel time is to use a time-space map. A time-space map is a map
that has a scale expressed in time units (e.g. hours) rather than in distance units (e.g.
kilometers). In this way, the distance between two places on the map no longer tells how far
they are physically apart, but is indicative of the time it takes to travel from one to the other.
A time-space map is thus an example of a distorted map. An advantage of a time-space map
is that it is easy to read the travel time from the map, without needing any knowledge of the
road or rail networks in the area.
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Previous work

Quite some research has been done into the creation of value-by-area cartograms[1, 2, 3, 4].
They too are transformations of ”normal” topographical maps. Value-by-area cartograms use
a map that is divided into pre-defined areas (say, states, countries or provinces) where each
area has been assigned a value (for instance, its number of residents). The idea is to scale each
area such that its size is proportional to the value assigned to it[5]. While a time-space map,
too, is a cartogram, the ideas behind these area cartograms do not extend well to time-space
maps.
A time-space map is an instance of a linear cartogram and is commonly used to represent
public transit systems, such as subway maps, in larger cities[6]. These maps often show
just the stations and the lines serving them, but not the landscape. Research into linear
cartograms has not been as extensive as that into area cartograms.
Most time-space maps are used to represent the distances between all nodes in a network[7].
The disadvange of this is that this problem cannot be solved exactly. The goal of such
algorithms then becomes producing a map with distances between nodes that are in as close an
agreement as possible with the travel times between them. The usual technique for generating
such time-space maps is multi-dimensional scaling (MDS)[8].

4

By showing only the travel times from one chosen node to all other nodes, instead of between
all nodes, it is possible to avoid this approximation and display the actual travel time. A
possible use of such a time-space map is to see easily how long it will take one to travel to
any place from their home, or from their company. Kaiser et al. have called this a usercentric representation, but still use a modified version of MDS[7]. In this study, we shall try
to construct a user-centric time space map by using a more direct approach that relies on
triangulations. A different technique using triangulation to construct area cartograms has
been used by Edelsbrunner & Waupotitsch[9].

5

3

Data

3.1

Topographic data

The topograhic data used as input for the transformation algorithms is a subset of the
TOP10NL dataset distributed by the Dutch cadastre, collected in part using aerial photography[10].
It contains topographic information of the whole of the Netherlands, and is used by all Dutch
government agencies[11]. The subset used in this study contains the borders of the Dutch
provinces (sampled 2010) and the locations of train stations served by NS trains (sampled
2006). All of the data is in ESRI Shapefile format.

3.2

Travel time data

Travel time is calculated from a train timetable containing all the trains operated by the Dutch
Railways (Nederlandse Spoowegen; NS) in 2009, and a small portion of the trains operated
by Arriva and Deutsche Bahn. Of the 374 train stations in the Netherlands in 2009[12]1 , 268
were served by NS. A further 18 stations served by Arriva and 3 stations served by Deutsche
Bahn2 were also included in the timetable, to make for a total of 289 stations.
68 of these train stations are InterCity stations. The only InterCity station not to be included
is Valkenburg station.

3.3

Removed data

Of the 289 stations in the timetable, 17 were removed from consideration. These train stations
were opened after 2006, so their topographic data was unavailable. This leaves 272 stations,
73% of all train stations in 2009. None of the removed stations was an InterCity station.
1

The train stations were counted manually; the numbers may be off slightly.
Despite being served by Deutsche Bahn (a German railway company), all 3 stations are on Dutch soil.
Two of them are also served by Veolia, but the Veolia trains serving these stations were not included in the
timetable.
2
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4

Method

Three different algorithms were used in this study, but they have a lot in common. First, we
will describe the ideas behind the common part.

4.1

Determining the transformation of the vertices

In order to determine how the map will be transformed, we use some fixed points (which
we will call vertices, since we are effectively constructing a graph) for which we calculate
where they will end up before running the main algorithm. It makes sense to choose the train
stations as the vertices, since these are the only points on the map for which we can calculate
how long it takes to travel between them.

4.1.1

Calculating travel times

As mentioned before, we have limited this study to maps that show travel times only for
journeys from one chosen ”centre” point. We will thus need to calculate travel times from
the centre point to all other known stations. This is known as a single-source shortest path
problem. A fast algorithm to solve this problem is Dijkstra’s algorithm[15, Ch. 13].
The goal of Dijkstra’s algorithm is to calculate the shortest path from one node in a graph to
all other nodes in the graph, given lengths (sometimes called weights) for all edges[16]. This
translates readily to shortest path calculation in road networks, but less so to train networks.
The algorithm used in this study is a variant of Dijkstra’s algorithm, which takes into account
the time one needs to wait at a station (a node) when changing trains. Also, edge lengths are
variable as an InterCity train may be faster than an express train. Edge lengths are therefore
not stored explicitly, but are implied by the departure and arrival times of individual trains.
Travel time between two stations will often depend on the time of day (for instance, because
train frequency may be higher during peak hours). Throughout this study, it is assumed that
one wants to start a journey between 12 PM and 1.59 PM, and the fastest possible connection
leaving in this period is used as the final travel time. As there are no trains running less than
once every two hours, this algorithm will not miss any routes. Also, when leaving from any
train station at 12 PM, it is possible to reach any other train station within the Netherlands
before the end of the day.
The runtime for calculation of the travel times is not included in runtime analyses, since it
has only a supporting function to us.

4.1.2

Calculating the new locations of the vertices

Now that we know the travel times for all vertices (and their locations on the input map), we
can calculate their location on the output map.
7

An important design decision is that the average distance to the centre does not change. This
has the advantage that the size of the map remains the same.3 This is useful for comparing
the input and output maps, whether visually or numerically.
In order to satisfy this design principle, we start by calculating the average (crow’s flight)
speed for traveling from the centre to any of the other vertices. This is calculated as
P
p∈P d(c, p)
avgSpeed = P
,
p∈P t(p)
where P is the set of vertices, c is the centre point, d is the Euclidean distance function and
t(p) is the travel time from c to p. This yields a value with a unit of meter / minute (or km/h
or similar, depending on the implementation).
With the average speed calculated, we can determine the transformation of the vertices.
Conceptually, we move each vertex p ∈ P along the line through c and p. This way, only the
distance changes to become proportional to the travel time, but the angle stays the same.
The new location is calculated as follows:
factor (p) = t(p) ∗ avgSpeed /d(c, p)
transform(p) = c + (p − c) ∗ factor (p)
Calculating the average speed takes O(n) time due to the summation, the next step takes
O(1) time for each of the n vertices. This amounts to O(n) in total.
A special case for these formulae is the centre point, which stays in place: transform(c) = c

4.2

Basic concept: Transformation using a triangulation

All three methods transform maps using a triangulation of points on the map. A triangulation
of a pointset P (in 2D) can be formally defined as a planar subdivision whose vertex set is
P , and to which no edge can be added without destroying its planarity[13, p. 193]. In other
words, a triangulation of P is a set of non-intersecting triangles that uses all of the vertices
of P , and whose boundary is the convex hull of P (see Figure 1 for an example).
The main difference between the algorithms is the choice of triangulation, which will be
discussed later. Let us assume for know that we have a triangulation on our vertices, including
the centre.
When the transformation of the vertices of a triangle is known, the transformation of the
contents of that triangle is easy to interpolate using barycentric coordinates[14, p. 43]. Coordinates in the normal (x, y) system can be converted to barycentric coordinates, which are
3

Of course, the scale of the map changes from a distance unit to a time unit, but in the underlying
representation we will consider the value to have no unit, and make the output coordinates relative to the
input coordinates.
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Figure 1: An example of a triangulation
relative to a known triangle. Any point within ∆abc can be described using the formula4
p = c + α(c − a) + β(b − a) with 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 and α + β < 1. When these restrictions
are lifted, the barycentric coordinates can also describe a point outside of the triangle. We
will make use of this fact in one of the algorithms (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: A triangle with the barycentric coordinates for its vertices and for two other
points. The sum of the barycentric coordinates for the point outside the triangle is more
than 1.
The inverse, converting p from planar coordinates to barycentric coordinates, can be done
using the formulae
(py − cy )(bx − cx )/(by − cy ) − (px − cx )
α=
(ay − cy )(bx − cx )/(by − cy ) − (ax − cx )
β=

(py − cy )(ax − cx )/(ay − cy ) − (px − cx )
(by − cy )(ax − cx )/(ay − cy ) − (bx − cx )

The denominators in these formulae could be 0, causing the division to fail. This can be
prevented by using the following exceptions:
4

This formula is often seen in the form p = a + β(b − a) + γ(c − a), or p = αa + βb + γc
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if by = cy , then α = (y − cy )/(ay − cy ) instead
if ay = cy , then β = (y − cy )/(by − cy ) instead
This may still cause a divide-by-zero when a, b and c are colinear, but we will make sure that
no such triangles will occur (such triangles have an area of zero and are not useful to us).
As we will often only use barycentric coordinates for points that are inside the triangle (thus
with the aforementioned restrictions on α and β), we will need to determine for every point
which triangle contains it. Since a triangulation is a set of non-intersecting triangles, no
point can be contained in more than one triangle. A special case, however, are points that
lie on an edge in the triangulation. Since the restrictions on α and β imply that a triangle
includes its boundary, these points will be considered to be in multiple triangles. Luckily, the
transformation is the same, regardless of which triangle is chosen.
An easy (but slow) way of determining which triangle contains p would be to calculate the
barycentric coordinates for each triangle, and pick the one which satisfies the restrictions.
The algorithm used in this study works by using a pre-built search structure, which divides
the triangle set into sectors corresponding to their angle with the centre point. All vertices,
excluding the centre point, are sorted by their angle with the centre point. Subsequently,
a sector is created for each interval between two vertices. When looking up the containing
triangle for any point, one needs only check the triangles that lie at least partially within the
sector (see Figure 3 for an example). More efficient point location algorithms can anser this
question in O(log n) time, after a preprocessing step that takes O(n log n) time[17]. Here, n
is the number of triangles. Despite our implementation being slower, it will still be useful in
one of our methods. If we want to locate just the sector that contains a point rather than the
triangle that contains it, our search structure can answer this question in O(log n) time.

Figure 3: An example of the triangle search structure used, applied to the triangulation in
Figure 1. Each colour represents one sector. Triangles that have multiple colours are stored
in multiple sectors. Finding the containing triangle for the big dot will need tests only for
the three triangles in the lightgreen sector.
With the containing triangle and the barycentric coordinates known, it is easy to find the
transformation:
f (p) = f (c) + α(f (c) − f (a)) + β(f (c) − f (b)),
10

where f is the transform function.
Note that this study only deals with the transformation of points, not of more complex
structures. Lines, for instance, are transformed simply by transforming their end points.
Theoretically, this will often not lead to a correct result. In the output the line will still be
displayed as a straight line, while it is quite possible that it has in fact become jagged. In
practice, the effect of this is minimal, since the line segments in our input map are very short.

4.3

Finding a suitable triangulation

Finding a triangulation that is suitable to our problem domain is not as easy as it sounds.
Most triangulations will cause problems.
Consider the transformation to be a continuous transformation from t = 0 to t = 1. At t = 0,
our map is still equal to the topographic input map. When t increases, we get to intermediate
maps that are increasingly different from the original map. The transformation continues
until t = 1, when we have reached our final output.
Over this time, the vertices move in a continuous fashion from their original location to their
new location:
transform(p, t) = (1 − t) ∗ p + t ∗ transform(p)
transform(p) is then simply equal to transform(p, 1). Obviously, the triangles (and the points
inside them) move along with the vertices. This creates the problem that triangles may at
some point have an area of zero (”collapse”). What is worse, when the vertices of such triangles
continue to move after collapsing, the triangles will be inverted. While this is undesirable from
a visual standpoint, it also means that the output map will no longer be a one-to-one mapping
of the input map. Another, more technical problem is that two or more triangles will start
to overlap. When this happens, what was at some point our triangulation no longer satisfies
the definition of a triangulation, since the triangles are not allowed to intersect. Points may
become contained in multiple triangles, each of which would transform it in a different way
(see Figure 4).
Knowing that the vertices only ever move along their radial (the line through them and the
centre point), we can come up with an incomplete triangulation in which no triangle will ever
collapse. Such a triangulation will have edges from each vertex to the centre point (see Figure
5). We call this an incomplete radial triangulation. It is not actually a triangulation, since
the edges of the triangulation do not form the convex hull of the vertex set. This incomplete
radial triangulation serves as the basis two of the three methods.
There is a restriction on what vertices can be used to construct a radial triangulation. When
two or more points are on the same radial (and thus have the same angle with the centre
point), the triangulation will be radial only if none of the points passes another during the
transformation. In the implementations used in this study, multiple points on one radial
simply causes an error message to display. One could cheat a little by moving one point
slightly off the radial.
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Figure 4: The triangulation from figure 1, with the greyed out point moved outward. The
greyed edges have moved along with it. It is clear that some of the edges now intersect. The
main problem is that any point within the yellow triangle is also contained in another
triangle. Also, the yellow triangle has been inverted. Note that the convex hull has changed.

Figure 5: An incomplete radial triangulation.
Creation of the incomplete radial triangulation takes O(n log n) time, since the vertices’ angles
need to be sorted. A triangle search structure using sectors can be created at the same time
and takes no additional time, asymptotically speaking.

4.4
4.4.1

Method 1: Static Radial
Workings

The first method simply uses the incomplete radial triangulation without modification. The
triangulation remains incomplete, and a modification is made to the transformation algorithm
to work with the incompleteness.
Recall the point location algorithm used in this implementation, which works using sectors.
In the incomplete radial triangulation, each sector contains exactly one triangle, except in one
12

corner case: when all vertices lie in one half-circle, there is exactly one sector spanning more
than 180 degrees which contains no triangles. A simple solution is to add a dummy vertex v
in the middle of that sector (angle-wise) for which transform(v) = v. This divides the sectors
into two sectors, each with one triangle. The distance from the centre to the dummy point
can be a constant since it does not affect the transformation.
Instead of locating the containing triangle, we locate just the sector and consider its only
triangle to be the containing triangle. The point that we are transforming may not actually
be inside this triangle, but we use the barycentric coordinates nonetheless. The restrictions
on α and β mentioned in Section 4.2 are thus not satisfied (see the point outside the triangle
in Figure 2). Since the barycentric coordinates are continuous also outside of the triangle, all
points within the sector will be transformed in a similar, continuous fashion. Any point can
be transformed, regardless of how far it lies outside the triangulation.

4.4.2

Runtime analysis

For the static radial method, the triangle search structure using sectors is suited best. Creating the triangulation and the search structure can be done in O(n log n) time. Then, for
every point that we want to transform, looking up the right sector requires O(log n) time, and
the transformation can be performed in constant time. The complete algorithm thus runs in
O((n + m) log n) time, where n is the number of fixed vertices and m is the number of points
that we want to transform.

4.5

Method 2: Static Hybrid

The disadvantage of the radial triangulation is that it has many small angles, depending on the
number of fixed vertices used. Since the sum of the angles around the centre must be 360 ◦ , a
triangulation using all 272 train stations will result in 271 angles5 averaging 360/271 = 1.33 ◦ .
This has the potential to result in the contents of small adjacent sectors being transformed
in very different ways. For instance, when one point is very poorly reachable, while the
surrounding points are much more reachable, this will result in a spike. This spike is more
pronounced for smaller angles.
What we need is a triangulation that has fewer small angles. A triangulation that maximizes
the minimal angle is the Delaunay triangulation[13, Ch. 9]. Of course, like most non-radial
triangulations, a Delaunay triangulation will often allow triangles to collapse and overlap.
The idea behind the second method is to create a hybrid triangulation that is radial wherever
necessary and Delaunay wherever possible.
5

One less, since the centre point is excluded.
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4.5.1

Workings

For reasons that will be explained later, we will need to incorporate a bounding polygon in
our triangulation. Let us for now assume that we have found a suitable bounding polygon.
We shall start with the incomplete radial triangulation from Section 4.3, with a slight modification. The incomplete radial triangulation will need to treat the points of the bounding
polygon as vertices as well, resulting in a still incomplete triangulation that in fact has even
smaller angles.
The next step is to complete the triangulation, while making sure it stays radial. We cannot
simply complete the triangulation the easiest way; we will need to add extra dummy points
to ensure radiality. This is done by determining the convex hull and extending all radials to
the convex hull. For any point that is not on the convex hull, we need to extend its radial to
a new dummy point that lies on the convex hull (see Figure 6). For each point p whose radial
needs to be extended, a dummy point v needs to be created which is transformed using the
same factor as was p:
transform(v) = c + (v − c) ∗ factor (p)
(Recall the factor formula from Section 4.1.2.) As p moves towards c or away from it, v moves
d(p,c)
the same way, such that d(v,c)
remains constant. This guarantees that the vertices will never
pass each other, and no triangle will ever collapse. When extending n radials between two
convex hull points, this will create n new points, 2 new triangles and 2(n − 1) quadrilaterals.
Since we only want triangles, not quadrilaterals, we simply divide each quadrilateral into two
triangles by adding one of its diagonals (it does not matter which one). In total, 2n triangles
are added.

Figure 6: The completion of the radial triangulation. In this example, five radials had to be
extended to the convex hull, creating five new points marked with X. Ten new triangles
were created (shown in grey). Only part of the triangulation is shown. The leftmost point
and the rightmost point should be considered to be points of the bounding polygon.
Now that the radial triangulation has been completed, we can start making it more Delaunay.
We can’t use an algorithm that creates a Delaunay algorithm from scratch, so we will use an
algorithm that incrementally makes it more Delaunay. In short, this algorithm determines all
edges that need to be flipped and stores them in a heap. It then visits each of these edges,
14

flips it, removes it from the heap, and determines whether this flip will cause any other edges
to be flipped as well. If so, these edges are added to the heap, and the process is repeated
until there are no more edges on the heap.
To determine whether an edge needs to be flipped, we will use two criteria.
Criterion 1: Delaunay
Of course, if the triangulation is already locally Delaunay, we do not want to flip the edge
because that would only make the triangulation less Delaunay. For this, we use the inCircle
test. We would like to flip edge p1 p2 (incident to ∆p1 p2 p3 and ∆p1 p2 p4 ) only if p4 lies inside
the circumcircle of ∆p1 p2 p3 . For this test, we first determine the circumcenter cc of ∆p1 p2 p3 ,
then calculate
d(cc, p3 )2
salience =
d(cc, p4 )2
If salience > 1, it means that the triangulation is locally not Delaunay and p1 p2 should be
flipped into p3 p4 . If salience ≤ 1, the triangulation is locally Delaunay already and we will
not flip the edge. We then need not check criterion 2.
When using the vertex locations from the input (t = 0), the triangles that are Delaunay at
the start may no longer be Delaunay at t = 1. Of course, it is also possible to use the point
locations from the output. This would lead to a triangulation that is most Delaunay at t = 1,
but less so at t = 0. It is not clear which is better, since although we only see the result
at t = 1, the triangulation at t = 0 also affects the transformation. In our implementation,
it was chosen to optimize the triangulation for t = 0.5. For this, replace any point p in the
above explanation by transform(p, 0.5).
The exact value of salience is also relevant, since it tells us how far p4 has reached into the
circumcircle. It seems a fair assumption that flipping an edge with a very high salience is
more important than flipping an edge with a salience of just over 1. If we were to make our
triangulation into a Delaunay triangulation completely, this would not matter. Since our flips
are also restricted by criterion 2, flipping one edge might make it impossible to flip the other
edge. This is why the flip algorithm uses a heap structure: edges with a higher flip salience
are flipped first.
Criterion 2: No collapse
If criterion 1 tells us that we would like to flip the edge, we need to make sure that this does
not cause the new triangles to collapse between t = 0 and t = 1. We check this by calculating
the collapse times for the triangles that would be created. These are the t values at which
a triangle has an area of zero. We can calculate the collapse times for a triangle ∆abc by
solving the quadratic equation At2 + Bt + C = 0, where
A = ∆cx (∆by − ∆ay ) + ∆cy (∆ax − ∆bx ) + ∆bx ∆ay − ∆by ∆ax

,

B = ∆ax (cy − by ) + ∆ay (bx − cx ) + ∆bx (ay − cy ) + ∆by (cx − ax ) + ∆cx (by − ay ) + ∆cy (ax − bx ) ,
C = ax (cy − by ) + ay (bx − cx ) + cx by − cy bx

,

where ∆p = transform(p) − p. Like any quadratic equation, this can have 0, 1 or 2 results. If
either of the new triangles has at least one collapse time t with 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, the triangle would
collapse and the flip is thus not allowed. In our implementation, it was chosen to disallow
15

any t with 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.05. The idea behind this is that we do not want triangles that will be
almost flat at t = 1. The value 1.05 is fairly arbitrary.
Now that the hybrid triangulation has been created, we can start transforming other points
by locating the containing triangle and using barycentric coordinates (see Section 4.2).
This is where the aforementioned bounding polygon becomes relevant. Since we only transform points that are contained in a triangle (the trick from method 1 seems out of place here,
since there will usually be several triangles in a sector), the bounding polygon needs to bound
not only the vertices, but all points that are to be transformed (at t = 0). The algorithm
used to construct the bounding polygon in our implementation is rather simple: it constructs
a regular 100-gon around the centre point, with a size that is a constant factor larger than
the largest distance from the centre to any vertex. This will contain all the points from our
input map, provided the constant factor is large enough. To make sure that the size of the
map does not change, each point v that makes up the bounding polygon has the property
transform(v) = v.

4.5.2

Runtime analysis

We shall now try to analyse the run time of the static hybrid algorithm. We will assume that,
other than the k vertices of the bounding polygon, no vertex lies on an edge of the convex hull,
and that k is O(n) (in our implementation, k is the constant value 100, so this is justified for
our implementation). Construction of the incomplete radial triangulation takes O(n log n)
time. Since there are n vertices that are not on the convex hull, completion of the radial
triangulation will require extension of n radials. Knowing that the extension of r adjacent
radials creates O(r) new vertices and O(r) new triangles, which can be created in O(1) time
each, the average time per extended radial is constant. Completing the triangulation thus
requires O(n) time. The time required so far is O(n log n).
The total number of vertices, including those on the bounding polygon, is V = 2n + k. Using
Euler’s formula, we can calculate that there are E = 3V − 3 − k = 6n + 2k − 3 edges and
T = 2V − 2 − k = 4n + k − 2 triangles.[13, Section 9.1]. Asymptotically speaking, V , E and
T are all O(n).
The next step in the algorithm is to flip all edges that satisfy the criteria. Checking the
criteria for any edge can be performed in O(1) time. We will need to do this at least once
for every edge in the radial triangulation, taking O(n) time in total. Next, for every edge
that is flipped, we require constant time to actually flip the edge, plus the time to check the
criteria for the four edges whose adjacent triangles have changed. The latter time is also
constant, which leads to the conclusion that every flip requires constant time. Adding or
removing an edge to or from the heap, however, takes an additional time of O(log h), with
h being the number of edges currently in the heap. As we will need to do this O(f ) times
(where f is the number of flips), and the number of edges in the heap is O(n), the total time
consumed by heap methods is O(f log n). The total time consumed by the flipping of edges
is O(n + f log n).
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To be able to transform the remaining m points, we will first need to build a data structure
to be used by a point location algorithm. As mentioned in Section 4.2, this preprocessing
step takes O(n log n). Subsequently, point location can be performed in O(log n) time, after
which the transformation takes only constant time. All m transformations together are then
performed in O((n + m) log n) time.
Adding up the runtimes, the total runtime of the algorithm becomes O((n + f + m) log n),
where n is the number of vertices (excluding the bounding polygon), k is the number of
vertices of the bounding polygon, f is the number of flips and m is the number of points to
be transformed.
The number of flips to transform any random triangulation into a Delaunay triangulation is
bound by O(n2 )[19]. It is expected that the presence of our second criterion will decrease the
number of flips significantly in practice, but this will not affect the worst-case running time
(imagine a triangulation in which transform(p) = p for every p; this will cause the resulting
triangulation to be completely Delaunay). Substituting f by O(n2 ), we obtain a running time
of O((n2 + m) log n).

4.6

Method 3: Dynamic Delaunay

It is expected that the Static Hybrid method will not lead to significantly better results than
the Static Radial method, since many of the edges that we would like to flip to make it more
Delaunay cannot be flipped because of the need to prevent collapses. The worry here is that
the hybrid between a radial triangulation and a Delaunay triangulation will be rather much
like a radial triangulation in practice.
That thought led to the idea of using a dynamic triangulation, one that changes over time.
The idea here is that it is acceptable to use a triangulation that will collapse at some time,
as long as one changes to another triangulation before any collapse actually occurs.
Now that we have the freedom to choose our initial triangulation, we will just be bold and
choose a Delaunay triangulation.

4.6.1

Workings

We first start with an assumption: no two vertices will be at the same location at any time t for
which 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. This is not actually a new assumption; when we used a radial triangulation
in the earlier two methods, this was implied by the restriction that no two points can be on
the same radial, unless they do not pass each other between t = 0 and t = 1. Despite no
longer using the radial triangulation, we still need the same restriction.
As with the Static Hybrid method, we will need a bounding k-gon. This polygon must be
large enough to contain all other vertices at any time between t = 0 and t = 1, and no other
vertex may reach an edge of the polygon (in other words, the polygon may not be a tight fit).
We first create a Delaunay triangulation for t = 0 over all n + k vertices, thus including the
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vertices of the bounding polygon.
This triangulation can be used from t = 0 to t < tc , with tc being the time at which a triangle
first collapses. We know that we need to switch to a new triangulation before t = tc , but this
does not tell us when would be a good time, nor does it tell us what triangulation to use next.
If we are to wait until just before tc to make the switch, the triangle will be nearly collapsed,
which means we will still have at least one very small angle at some point in time. It thus
seems logical not to wait too long.
Combining the knowledge that triangles will have small angles before collapsing with the
knowledge that Delaunay tries to prevent small angles gives rise to the idea that, when a
collapse is about to happen, the triangulation will no longer be Delaunay. Let us prove this.
For a triangle ∆abc to collapse, one of its vertices must be moving toward the edge of the
triangle that is not incident to that vertex. Let us assume without loss of generality that
vertex a is moving toward edge bc.
Case 1: bc is adjacent only to ∆abc, not to any other triangle. In this case, bc is an edge of
the bounding polygon. Because of our choice of the bounding polygon, a cannot lie on bc at
any time t for which 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, so the triangle cannot collapse.
Case 2: bc is adjacent to ∆abc and to ∆bcd. Let tc be the time at which ∆abc will collapse.
The infinite extension of the edge bc divides the plane in two half-planes h1 and h2 . Neither
half-plane includes the line that divides them. Let us assume without loss of generality that a
lies within h1 (it cannot be in neither plane, since that would mean it has collapsed already).
d must then necessarily lie in h2 : if it were on the line, ∆bcd would be in a collapsed state, and
if it were in h1 , ∆abc and ∆bcd would overlap. As t approaches tc , a approaches bc and the
radius of the circumcircle through a, b and c becomes greater. At the last possible moment
t < tc , the distance from a to the edge bc is 1/∞, and the radius of the circumcircle becomes
∞. At that point, the circumcircle is degenerate and forms a half-plane equal to h2 . Since
d now lies in the circumcircle through a, b and c, the triangulation is not Delaunay. Since
t < tc , the collapse has yet to happen, and already, the triangulation is not Delaunay.
Let tf be the time after which the triangulation is no longer Delaunay, the flip time. If we
flip bc at t = tf , this makes sure that the triangulation will still be Delaunay after t = tf .
This means that the collapse is no longer about to happen.
When we let time pass, the triangulation may at some point again become no longer Delaunay
and we will need to flip an edge again. We can continue this process until we have reached
t = 1. Since it has been proven that the number of topological changes in a Voronoi diagram
of moving points is finite[18] and since the Delaunay triangulation is the dual graph of the
Voronoi diagram[13, Section 9.2], the number of flips is also finite and this algorithm will
terminate.
The fact that this works is good news; not only have we found a dynamic triangulation that
does not collapse, we can always have a triangulation that maximizes the minimal angle.
Calculation of the flip time is not as easy as it sounds. Solving it algebraically leads to a
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particularly long and repetitive quartic equation which is included in Appendix I.6 This tells
us that each triangle has up to four flip times. We are only ever interested in the first (i.e.
lowest) flip time within our domain (at the start of our algorithm, this means 0 ≤ t < 1). We
shall call this the lowest relevant flip time. Note that there is not always a relevant flip time
at all. In that case, the edge needs not be flipped.
Also, we need to calculate the flip times beforehand; waiting until a collapse is pending would
not reduce the number of calculations required since we would need to calculate the collapse
times instead. For this purpose, we will use a flip algorithm similar to that used in the Static
Hybrid algorithm. There, edges were stored in a heap along with their flip salience and edges
with higher salience were flipped first. In the Dynamic Delaunay algorithm, we will store the
edges in a heap along with their lowest relevant flip time. Edges with lower flip times are
flipped first. When an edge is flipped (say at t = tf ) and two new triangles are created, the
flip times for the new triangles are calculated. They are stored in the heap only if they have
a relevant flip time, where it should be noted that we are not interested in flips that would
have occurred in the past, had the triangle existed back then. In other words, in this context
a relevant flip time is a flip time t for which tf < t < 1. One should be especially careful not
to include the flip at t = tf , which would undo the flip that was only just performed.
In order to transform points, we will need a structure that stores all the triangulations. Since
consecutive triangulations only differ by one edge flip (unless two or more flips are performed
at the exact same time), there is no reason to store the triangulations separately. We will use
the t = 0 triangulation as the basis, and let each triangle store at what time it is removed
(or 1, if they are never removed) from the triangulation. Each triangle will also need to store
pointers to the two triangles that replaced it.
If we now wish to transform a point p, we can look up its containing triangle at t = 0 using
a point location algorithm. In the previous two algorithms, we would immediately transform
p from t = 0 to t = 1. With the Dynamic Delaunay algorithm, we only transform it from
t = 0 to t = t1 (thus calculating transform(p, t1 )) , where t1 is the time at which the triangle
is removed (if t1 = 1, we are immediately finished, of course.) One of the two triangles
that replaced it will contain transform(p, t1 ). After we have detected which one it is, we can
transform p further from transform(p, t1 ) to transform(p, t2 ), where t2 is the time at which
the new triangle is removed. We continue this process until t = 1.

4.6.2

Runtime analysis

Like in the static hybrid method, no vertex lies on an edge of the convex hull, other than the
k vertices of the bounding polygon itself. The total number of vertices, including those on
the bounding polygon, is thus V = n + k. Using Euler’s formula, there are E = 3V − 3 − k =
3n + 2k − 3 and T = 2V − 2 − k = 2n + k − 2 triangles. V , E and T are all O(n).
Creating the Delaunay triangulation at t = 0 will take O(n log n) time using a divide and
conquer algorithm[20]. The preprocessing step to build the point location structure for the
6
Although it is possible to further solve this equation algebraically, in our implementation the flip time is
approximated.
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triangulation at t = 0 requires O(n log n) time, as for the Static Hybrid algorithm. Together,
this is O(n log n).
We then continue to analyse the time taken by the flip algorithm. At first, we calculate the
flip times for all edges, which can be done in constant time per edge. This thus takes O(n)
time. Then, for every flip, we need to perform the actual flip and calculate the flip times
for the edges whose neighbouring triangles have changed. If we ignore the fact that we need
to access and update the heap, this can all be done in constant time per flip (O(f ) for all
flips together, where f is the number of flips). As with the Static Hybrid algorithm, the time
consumed by heap methods is O(f log n). The total time required by the flip algorithm is
O(n + f log n).
Transforming a point starts with locating the containing triangle, which requires O(log n)
time. If we encounter a flip (i.e. if the triangle’s removal time is less than 1), we need to
locate which of the two replacing triangles to visit next, and so on. The actual transformation
still takes O(1) (per flip encountered, plus one more time). This still totals O(1) for every
flip that we encounter. The time required to transform m points is then O(m log n + em)),
where e is the average number of flips encountered during a transformation.
When we sum over all the running times, we obtain a total running time for the Dynamic
Delaunay algorithm of O((n+f +m) log n+em), where n is the number of vertices (excluding
the bounding polygon), f is the number of flips, m is the number of points to be transformed
and e is the average number of flips encountered during a transformation.
The problem with this analysis is that it contains variables e and f , which depend on the
input. It has been proven that the number of topological changes in a Voronoi diagram of
moving points in R2 is O(n2 λs (n)), where λs (n) is the maximum length of a (n, s)-DavenportSchinzel sequence and s is a constant depending on the motions of the point sites[18]. Since
the Voronoi diagram is the dual graph of the Delaunay triangulation, this is also a bound for
f in our algorithm. The s in that article is defined by the maximum number of times that at
least one of two different propositions is true. One proposition is related to triangles being
degenerate (i.e. collapsing), which we know does not happen in our algorithm. We can thus
focus on the other proposition: four moving points are not in general position. When four
points are not in general position, there are two possible triangulations of these four points.
This is only the case when we are exactly at a flip time, so we are actually looking for the
maximum number of flips that can occur between four points. In our algorithm and with
the restrictions on our data (notably the restriction that all points move at constant speed
and in a constant direction), this maximum is easily deduced from the flip time equation (see
Appendix I). Given that this equation is quartic, there are at most four flip times for those
four points. With the knowledge that s = 4, we can substitute λs (n) by Θ(n·2α(n) )[21], where
α is the inverse Ackermann function. Our runtime now becomes O((m+n3 ·2α(n) ) log n+em).
We still have the e variable left. In practice, when transforming one point, we are likely to
encounter only a small fraction of all f flips. Theoretically, however, it may still be possible
to encounter O(f ) flips. Our final runtime becomes O((n3 · 2α(n) )(m + log n)).
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4.7

Quality assessment

In order to know which method performs best, we can be both objective and subjective.
While the subjective way is easily done by looking at the maps, the objective assessment of
the quality of the transformations requires us to come up with a measure of deformation.
Although a certain degree of deformation is of course desired (otherwise the output map
would be equal to the input map), we think that, within the limits imposed by the above
algorithms, it is desirable to have as little deformation of the map as possible so as to maintain
readability of the map. In this study, two different deformation measures are used: one that
measures deformation using distances and one that measures deformation using angles.

4.7.1

Deformation measure using distance

The distance deformation measure used was taken from an article on shape correspondence[22]
and modified slightly. We define it as follows:
P
(p1 ,p2 )∈P |dist in (p1 , p2 ) − dist out (p1 , p2 )|
DistanceDistortion(P ) =
,
|P |
where P is a set of pairs of semi-random points, dist in is a distance measure to be used on
the input map and dist out is a distance measure to be used on the output map. It was chosen
that all pairs of points have one point that is truly random7 , with the only exception that
it must lie on land and be within the Netherlands (determined using inPolygon tests on our
input map containing the province borders). The other point lies at a semi-random Euclidean
distance from the first point such that we obtain five groups of pairs with distances of 0 to
10 km, 10 to 20 km, 20 to 30 km, 30 to 40 km and 40 to 50 km, respectively. Each group
contains the same number of pairs (namely 100 in our implementation).
The choice of dist in is easy; we will use the normal Euclidean distance function. We could
choose dist out to be the Euclidean distance function for the transform of its arguments, but
this would be an unfair measure since the result would only tell us how far the points have
moved apart (or closer), but not what has happened to the path between p1 and p2 . With
the spikes that we think the radial method will produce, it is quite likely that a point that
used to lie in between p1 and p2 (angle-wise) has moved much further than p1 and p2 . Even
if p1 and p2 are still about as far from each other as they used to be, the length of the path
between them will have become much longer. For this reason, we define dist out to be the new
length of what was a straight path between p1 and p2 at t = 0. This is approximated using
100 points on the path. We need not adjust dist in to do the same, for the length of a straight
path between two points is the same as the Euclidean distance between these points.
7
Using random data obtained from the website www.random.org, which claims to serve data that is more
random than numbers generated by a typical pseudo-random number generator. Their randomness comes
from atmospheric noise[23].
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4.7.2

Deformation measure using angles

The angle deformation measure is defined as follows:
P
|αin − αout |
AngleDistortion(P ) = ∆abc∈P
,
|P |
where P is a set of triangles, αin is ∠bac at t = 0 and αout is the angle between the transformed
versions (t = 1) of the same points.
The triangles in P are chosen to be equilateral triangles with sides between 1 and 10 km, of
which the a vertex is guaranteed to lie on land. The rationale on the bounds for the sides
is that changes in angle are worse locally than they are globally. This measure thus only
accounts for local angles changes. |P | was chosen to be 500.
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5

Results

The following 12 stations were chosen as centre points (see Figure 7):
• Arnhem
• Amsterdam Centraal
• Eindhoven
• Enkhuizen
• Enschede
• Groningen
• Leeuwarden
• Middelburg
• Maastricht
• Rotterdam Centraal
• Utrecht Centraal
• Zwolle
They were chosen as a compromise between being the province capitals, being the largest or
most important city within the region and being well spread over the Netherlands. They are
all InterCity stations.
Maps were made for all 12 centre points, for all 3 methods and in two variants: one to show
the travel times to all train stations and one to show travel times only to InterCity stations.
Due to problems with the approximation of the flip times, two exceptions were made:
• There is no all-stations map for Arnhem. An all-stations map of the nearby city of
Nijmegen was made to replace it.
• There is no IC-stations map for Groningen. An IC-stations map of the nearby city of
Assen was made to replace it.
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Figure 7: The location of all train stations used as centre points. The two stations shown in
purple were used as a replacement when the red stations failed (see text). In both cases,
they replaced the red station north of them.

A total of 72 maps were made (12 centre points times 3 methods times 2 variants).
For readability, only the maps that have Rotterdam as their cenre point are included in this
section. All other output maps were placed in Appendix II. Rotterdam was chosen because
its output maps are more representative of a typical output than are the maps that have
Amsterdam as the centre.
InterCity stations are displayed in red, other stations are displayed in purple. The circles are
iso-time-circles, where each represents 30 minutes of travel time.
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Only IC stations as vertices

Figure 8: Rotterdam Centraal, IC only, Static Radial
Distance deformation 45795, angle deformation 37.99
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Figure 9: Rotterdam Centraal, IC only, Static Hybrid
549 flips, distance deformation 23190, angle deformation 20.47
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Figure 10: Rotterdam Centraal, IC only, Dynamic Delaunay
91 flips, distance deformation 4653.3, angle deformation 16.27
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All stations as vertices

Figure 11: Rotterdam Centraal, all stations, Static Radial
Distance deformation 243921, angle deformation 44.91
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Figure 12: Rotterdam Centraal, all stations, Static Hybrid
1711 flips, distance deformation 56609, angle deformation 35.55
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Figure 13: Rotterdam Centraal, all stations, Dynamic Delaunay
702 flips, distance deformation 8916.8, angle deformation 23.13
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5.1

Summary

Category
IC
IC
IC
all
all
all

stations,
stations,
stations,
stations,
stations,
stations,

Static Radial
Static Hybrid
Dynamic Delaunay
Static Radial
Static Hybrid
Dynamic Delaunay

Avg DD
(stddev) (in m)
58785 (24645)
27302 (24410)
7020.5 (2876.5)
217137 (66410)
74411 (49080)
10223 (2526.3)

Avg AD (stddev)
(stddev) (in ◦ )
37.04 (4.450)
26.30 (5.021)
19.58 (4.158)
45.65 (3.058)
36.53 (2.164)
25.29 (2.735)

Avg #flips (stddev)
N/A
468 (56)
130 (56)
N/A
1572 (154)
921 (200)

Summary over all centre points. DD stands for distance deformation, AD stands for angle
deformation.
It may come as a surprise that the numbers of flips by the Static Hybrid method are higher
than those of the Dynamic Delaunay method. This is because they are different kinds of flips:
in the Static Hybrid method, they are done to make a triangulation (more) Delaunay, whereas
in the Dynamic Delaunay they are flips to keep a triangulation Delaunay. These real world
results show that the constant factor hidden by the runtime analyses matters: it appears that
the O(n2 ) from the Static Hybrid method is in practice greater than the O(n3 · 2α(n) ).

6

Evaluation

Let us begin by comparing the deformation results from the summary table above.
Category
IC stations,
IC stations,
all stations,
all stations,

Static Hybrid
Dynamic Delaunay
Static Hybrid
Dynamic Delaunay

DD: % of Static Radial
46.4%
11.9%
34.3%
4.71%

AD: % of Static Radial
71.0%
52.9%
80.0%
60.3%

The percentages for IC stations were calculated as the percentage of ”IC stations, Static
Radial”, those for all stations were calculated as the percentage of ”all stations, Static Radial”.
Especially the distance deformation measure tells a clear story: for both conditions (”IC
stations” or ”all stations”), Static Hybrid results in less deformation than does Static Radial,
the difference being between one half and two thirds. Using the Dynamic Delaunay method
reduces the deformation even further to less than one eighth of the deformation introduced
by the Static Radial method. Although the differences in angle deformation are smaller, the
angle deformation follows the same pattern. It thus seems clear that Static Hybrid is a better
method than is Static Radial, and Dynamic Delaunay is better than either of these methods.
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It may be interesting to note that the distance deformation measure can also be interpreted in
an absolute fashion. The average distance between two of the random points on the input map
is 25 km, or 25,000 m. When we look at, for instance, the ”IC stations, Dynamic Delaunay”
map for Amsterdam Centraal (see Figure 44), we see that this distance has changed by 3,931.5
m on average, which is 15.7%. Doing the same for the Static Radial map (see Figure 21) gives
us an average change of 41,694 m, or 167%. Let us also do this for the averages over all ”IC
stations” maps: Static Radial gives us an average change of 58,785 m (235%), while Dynamic
Delaunay changes the distance by 7,020.5 m on average (28.1%).
Let us now look at the maps subjectively. Most of the Static Radial maps are very ”spiky”:
two angle-wise adjacent vertices can move in different directions and this influences the transformation of the landscape in between tremendously. In some cases, large parts of the map
have become almost unrecognizable (see Figure 51). The Static Hybrid method may be
slightly better, but largely still has the same issue (see Figure 52). The maps resulting from
the Dynamic Delaunay algorithm seem to be much more fluent and it is easier to recognize
the input map. We think that the Dynamic Delaunay is therefore also subjectively better
than the other two methods.
We can also see that, without any exception, the ”IC stations” maps always have less deformation than their ”all stations” counterparts. This is easily explained: not only are there
more moving vertices, making the transformation more complex, it is also true that reaching
the last couple of express stations before an InterCity station usually takes more time than
reaching that InterCity station, even though the distance to the express station is less than
the distance to the InterCity station. This leads to those express stations being pushed away
beyond the InterCity station. If the railway is rather straight, this will cause a large local
deformation. This is not a railway-specific problem; the same is likely to occur for villages
near a highway that does not have a junction there.
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7

Discussion

It is hard to compare the methods in this study to methods from other studies, since there
are no studies on quite this matter. We will look at our methods critically.
The Dynamic Delaunay output maps are correct in the placements of vertices and still recognizably similar to the input map. This can either mean that the algorithm works well, or
that the input data was an easy case. See Figure 44; this map looks as if it has not been
deformed much at all, and in this case even the Static Radial variant does not look so bad (see
Figure 21). There is not much variance between the travel speeds in the network, only some
rather local variance when express train stations are included. If we were to include airplane
flights (but also keep the trains), it would be a lot harder to construct a suitable map. We
can demonstrate this problem even without including airplanes: if we construct a Dynamic
Delaunay map from the remote town of Stavoren, which from most places in the Netherlands
is only reachable by a long detour, a large portion of the Netherlands has been squeezed
into a very tiny area of the map (see Figure 14). This seems to be the area south of (and
including) the railway between Hoorn and Enkhuizen and north of Amsterdam. Although it
is technically still a one-to-one mapping of the input map, it is no longer recognizable. This
is most likely to be because Enkhuizen and Amsterdam are at a similar angle from Stavoren,
but while Enkhuizen is closer to Stavoren as the crow flies, one needs to go via Amsterdam to
reach Enkhuizen by train. Enkhuizen has thus been pushed away beyond Amsterdam, forcing
all the land between Enkhuizen and Amsterdam to move to the south, which is a problem
because there was already land south of Amsterdam, and vertices in that land that do not
make way for Enkhuizen and its surroundings.
On the other hand, there may be a limit to what degree of distortion can still be rendered in
an aesthetically pleasing fashion.
This study has focused on finding a transformation for the area in between vertices whose
transformation was pre-defined. For a subjectively better map, it might be better to allow the
transformation of the vertices to be imprecise by allowing them to be at slightly the wrong
distance to the centre or at a slightly wrong angle. For example, moving Enkhuizen (and other
nearby vertices) slightly clockwise would have allowed for larger angles in the triangulation
and might have made the above map look better. Or perhaps in some cases it is better to
give up continuity and simply cut-and-paste an area to another place on the map.
Another shortcoming in our methods is the bounding box, which was chosen rather simply.
Since its size and shape do affect the transformation of areas that would otherwise lie outside
of the triangulation, it may be beneficial to put some more thought into the creation of the
bounding box. One idea could be to determine the convex hull of all points and vertices
(such that the hull contains all points and vertices both at t = 0 and at t = 1), but this
would not suffice for every input. Not only does the Dynamic Delaunay method require
that the bounding box is not a tight fit around the vertices, this would also mean that the
outermost area within this hull is compressed into a very small area (possibly 0) when the
nearest non-bounding box vertices are moved outward.
The runtime analysis of the Dynamic Delaunay algorithm is not very precise. The upper
bound on the number of flips is rather high, which means that the algorithm could become
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Figure 14: Stavoren, all stations, Dynamic Delaunay
1261 flips, distance deformation 14090, angle deformation 28.65
very slow for larger inputs. It would be useful to prove a tighter bound, if one exists.
An interesting property of the methods discussed in this study is that they are not specific
to the creation of time-space maps. They can be applied to any situation in which the
transformation of a pre-defined set of vertices can be calculated beforehand.

8

Conclusion

Of all methods discussed, the Dynamic Delaunay method is clearly better than the other
methods. We have demonstrated that it is possible to create a time-space map from a topographic map using triangulation. Future work should look into allowing vertices to be at
slightly the wrong location, creation of a bounding box that is better suited for the problem
and finding a tighter upper limit for the number of flips in the Dynamic Delaunay method.
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Appendix I: flip time formula

The flip time formula is a quartic equation At4 + Bt3 + Ct2 + Dt + E = 0. In the following
equations for the coefficients, the triangles involved are ∆abc and ∆abd and the edge for which
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we are calculating the flip times is ab.
A=

(∆ax )2 (∆bx (∆dy − ∆cy ) + ∆cx (∆by − ∆dy ) + ∆dx (∆cy − ∆by ))+
(∆ay )2 (∆by (∆cx − ∆dx ) + ∆cy (∆dx − ∆bx ) + ∆dy (∆bx − ∆cx ))+
(∆bx )2 (∆ax (∆cy − ∆dy ) + ∆cx (∆dy − ∆ay ) + ∆dx (∆ay − ∆cy ))+
(∆by )2 (∆ay (∆dx − ∆cx ) + ∆cy (∆ax − ∆dx ) + ∆dy (∆cx − ∆ax ))+
(∆cx )2 (∆ax (∆dy − ∆by ) + ∆bx (∆ay − ∆dy ) + ∆dx (∆by − ∆ay ))+
(∆cy )2 (∆ay (∆bx − ∆dx ) + ∆by (∆dx − ∆ax ) + ∆dy (∆ax − ∆bx ))+
(∆dx )2 (∆ax (∆bx − ∆cy ) + ∆bx (∆cy − ∆ay ) + ∆cx (∆ay − ∆by ))+
(∆dy )2 (∆ay (∆cx − ∆bx ) + ∆by (∆ax − ∆cx ) + ∆cy (∆bx − ∆ax ))

B=

2ax ∆ax (∆bx (∆cy − ∆dy ) + ∆cx (∆by − ∆dy ) + ∆dx (∆cy − ∆by ))+
2ay ∆ay (∆by (∆cx − ∆dx ) + ∆cy (∆dx − ∆bx ) + ∆dy (∆bx − ∆cx ))+
2bx ∆bx (∆ax (∆cy − ∆dy ) + ∆cx (∆dy − ∆ay ) + ∆dx (∆ay − ∆cy ))+
2by ∆by (∆ay (∆dx − ∆cx ) + ∆cy (∆ax − ∆dx ) + ∆dy (∆cx − ∆ax ))+
2cx ∆cx (∆ax (∆dy − ∆by ) + ∆bx (∆ay − ∆dy ) + ∆dx (∆by − ∆ay ))+
2cy ∆cy (∆ay (∆bx − ∆dx ) + ∆by (∆dx − ∆ax ) + ∆dy (∆ax − ∆bx ))+
2dx ∆dx (∆ax (∆bx − ∆cy ) + ∆bx (∆cy − ∆ay ) + ∆cx (∆ay − ∆by ))+
2dy ∆dy (∆ay (∆cx − ∆bx ) + ∆by (∆ax − ∆cx ) + ∆cy (∆bx − ∆ax ))+
(∆ax )2 (bx (∆dy − ∆cy ) + cx (∆by − ∆dy ) + dx (∆cy − ∆by ))+
(∆ax )2 (∆bx (dy − cy ) + ∆cx (by − dy ) + ∆dx (cy − by ))+
(∆ay )2 (by (∆cx − ∆dx ) + cy (∆dx − ∆bx ) + dy (∆bx − ∆cx ))+
(∆ay )2 (∆by (cx − dx ) + ∆cy (dx − bx ) + ∆dy (bx − cx ))+
(∆bx )2 (ax (∆cy − ∆dy ) + cx (∆dy − ∆ay ) + dx (∆ay − ∆cy ))+
(∆bx )2 (∆ax (cy − dy ) + ∆cx (dy − ay ) + ∆dx (ay − cy ))+
(∆by )2 (ay (∆dx − ∆cx ) + cy (∆ax − ∆dx ) + dy (∆cx − ∆ax ))+
(∆by )2 (∆ay (dx − cx ) + ∆cy (ax − dx ) + ∆dy (cx − ax ))+
(∆cx )2 (ax (∆dy − ∆by ) + bx (∆ay − ∆dy ) + dx (∆by − ∆ay ))+
(∆cx )2 (∆ax (dy − by ) + ∆bx (ay − dy ) + ∆dx (by − ay ))+
(∆cy )2 (ay (∆bx − ∆dx ) + by (∆dx − ∆ax ) + dy (∆ax − ∆bx ))+
(∆cy )2 (∆ay (bx − dx ) + ∆by (dx − ax ) + ∆dy (ax − bx ))+
(∆dx )2 (ax (∆bx − ∆cy ) + bx (∆cy − ∆ay ) + cx (∆ay − ∆by ))+
(∆dx )2 (∆ax (bx − cy ) + ∆bx (cy − ay ) + ∆cx (ay − by ))+
(∆dy )2 (ay (∆cx − ∆bx ) + by (∆ax − ∆cx ) + cy (∆bx − ∆ax ))+
(∆dy )2 (∆ay (cx − bx ) + ∆by (ax − cx ) + ∆cy (bx − ax ))
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C=

a2x (∆bx (∆dy − ∆cy ) + ∆cx (∆by − ∆dy ) + ∆dx (∆cy − ∆by ))+
a2y (∆by (∆cx − ∆dx ) + ∆cy (∆dx − ∆bx ) + ∆dy (∆bx − ∆cx ))+
b2x (∆ax (∆cy − ∆dy ) + ∆cx (∆dy − ∆ay ) + ∆dx (∆ay − ∆cy ))+
b2y (∆ay (∆dx − ∆cx ) + ∆cy (∆ax − ∆dx ) + ∆dy (∆cx − ∆ax ))+
c2x (∆ax (∆dy − ∆by ) + ∆bx (∆ay − ∆dy ) + ∆dx (∆by − ∆ay ))+
c2y (∆ay (∆bx − ∆dx ) + ∆by (∆dx − ∆ax ) + ∆dy (∆ax − ∆bx ))+
d2x (∆ax (∆bx − ∆cy ) + ∆bx (∆cy − ∆ay ) + ∆cx (∆ay − ∆by ))+
d2y (∆ay (∆cx − ∆bx ) + ∆by (∆ax − ∆cx ) + ∆cy (∆bx − ∆ax ))+
2ax ∆ax (bx (∆dy − ∆cy ) + cx (∆by − ∆dy ) + dx (∆cy − ∆by ))+
2ax ∆ax (∆bx (dy − cy ) + ∆cx (by − dy ) + ∆dx (cy − by ))+
2ay ∆ay (by (∆cx − ∆dx ) + cy (∆dx − ∆bx ) + dy (∆bx − ∆cx ))+
2ay ∆ay (∆by (cx − dx ) + ∆cy (dx − bx ) + ∆dy (bx − cx ))+
2bx ∆bx (ax (∆cy − ∆dy ) + cx (∆dy − ∆ay ) + dx (∆ay − ∆cy ))+
2bx ∆bx (∆ax (cy − dy ) + ∆cx (dy − ay ) + ∆dx (ay − cy ))+
2by ∆by (ay (∆dx − ∆cx ) + cy (∆ax − ∆dx ) + dy (∆cx − ∆ax ))+
2by ∆by (∆ay (dx − cx ) + ∆cy (ax − dx ) + ∆dy (cx − ax ))+
2cx ∆cx (ax (∆dy − ∆by ) + bx (∆ay − ∆dy ) + dx (∆by − ∆ay ))+
2cx ∆cx (∆ax (dy − by ) + ∆bx (ay − dy ) + ∆dx (by − ay ))+
2cy ∆cy (ay (∆bx − ∆dx ) + by (∆dx − ∆ax ) + dy (∆ax − ∆bx ))+
2cy ∆cy (∆ay (bx − dx ) + ∆by (dx − ax ) + ∆dy (ax − bx ))+
2dx ∆dx (ax (∆bx − ∆cy ) + bx (∆cy − ∆ay ) + cx (∆ay − ∆by ))+
2dx ∆dx (∆ax (bx − cy ) + ∆bx (cy − ay ) + ∆cx (ay − by ))+
2dy ∆dy (ay (∆cx − ∆bx ) + by (∆ax − ∆cx ) + cy (∆bx − ∆ax ))+
2dy ∆dy (∆ay (cx − bx ) + ∆by (ax − cx ) + ∆cy (bx − ax ))+
(∆ax )2 (bx (dy − cy ) + cx (by − dy ) + dx (cy − by ))+
(∆ay )2 (by (cx − dx ) + cy (dx − bx ) + dy (bx − cx ))+
(∆bx )2 (ax (cy − dy ) + cx (dy − ay ) + dx (ay − cy ))+
(∆by )2 (ay (dx − cx ) + cy (ax − dx ) + dy (cx − ax ))+
(∆cx )2 (ax (dy − by ) + bx (ay − dy ) + dx (by − ay ))+
(∆cy )2 (ay (bx − dx ) + by (dx − ax ) + dy (ax − bx ))+
(∆dx )2 (ax (bx − cy ) + bx (cy − ay ) + cx (ay − by ))+
(∆dy )2 (ay (cx − bx ) + by (ax − cx ) + cy (bx − ax ))
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D=

a2x (bx (∆dy − ∆cy ) + cx (∆by − ∆dy ) + dx (∆cy − ∆by ))+
a2x (∆bx (dy − cy ) + ∆cx (by − dy ) + ∆dx (cy − by ))+
a2y (by (∆cx − ∆dx ) + cy (∆dx − ∆bx ) + dy (∆bx − ∆cx ))+
a2y (∆by (cx − dx ) + ∆cy (dx − bx ) + ∆dy (bx − cx ))+
b2x (ax (∆cy − ∆dy ) + cx (∆dy − ∆ay ) + dx (∆ay − ∆cy ))+
b2x (∆ax (cy − dy ) + ∆cx (dy − ay ) + ∆dx (ay − cy ))+
b2y (ay (∆dx − ∆cx ) + cy (∆ax − ∆dx ) + dy (∆cx − ∆ax ))+
b2y (∆ay (dx − cx ) + ∆cy (ax − dx ) + ∆dy (cx − ax ))+
c2x (ax (∆dy − ∆by ) + bx (∆ay − ∆dy ) + dx (∆by − ∆ay ))+
c2x (∆ax (dy − by ) + ∆bx (ay − dy ) + ∆dx (by − ay ))+
c2y (ay (∆bx − ∆dx ) + by (∆dx − ∆ax ) + dy (∆ax − ∆bx ))+
c2y (∆ay (bx − dx ) + ∆by (dx − ax ) + ∆dy (ax − bx ))+
d2x (ax (∆bx − ∆cy ) + bx (∆cy − ∆ay ) + cx (∆ay − ∆by ))+
d2x (∆ax (bx − cy ) + ∆bx (cy − ay ) + ∆cx (ay − by ))+
d2y (ay (∆cx − ∆bx ) + by (∆ax − ∆cx ) + cy (∆bx − ∆ax ))+
d2y (∆ay (cx − bx ) + ∆by (ax − cx ) + ∆cy (bx − ax ))+
2ax ∆ax (bx (dy − cy ) + cx (by − dy ) + dx (cy − by ))+
2ay ∆ay (by (cx − dx ) + cy (dx − bx ) + dy (bx − cx ))+
2bx ∆bx (ax (cy − dy ) + cx (dy − ay ) + dx (ay − cy ))+
2by ∆by (ay (dx − cx ) + cy (ax − dx ) + dy (cx − ax ))+
2cx ∆cx (ax (dy − by ) + bx (ay − dy ) + dx (by − ay ))+
2cy ∆cy (ay (bx − dx ) + by (dx − ax ) + dy (ax − bx ))+
2dx ∆dx (ax (bx − cy ) + bx (cy − ay ) + cx (ay − by ))+
2dy ∆dy (ay (cx − bx ) + by (ax − cx ) + cy (bx − ax ))

E=

a2x (bx (dy − cy ) + cx (by − dy ) + dx (cy − by ))+
a2y (by (cx − dx ) + cy (dx − bx ) + dy (bx − cx ))+
b2x (ax (cy − dy ) + cx (dy − ay ) + dx (ay − cy ))+
b2y (ay (dx − cx ) + cy (ax − dx ) + dy (cx − ax ))+
c2x (ax (dy − by ) + bx (ay − dy ) + dx (by − ay ))+
c2y (ay (bx − dx ) + by (dx − ax ) + dy (ax − bx ))+
d2x (ax (bx − cy ) + bx (cy − ay ) + cx (ay − by ))+
d2y (ay (cx − bx ) + by (ax − cx ) + cy (bx − ax ))
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Appendix II: Output maps

This section contains all output maps, except for those that have Rotterdam as their centre
point. Those maps were included in the Results section. InterCity stations are displayed
in red, other stations are displayed in purple. The circles are iso-time-circles, where each
represents 30 minutes of travel time.
For the centre points Amsterdam, Eindhoven and Enschede, a different kind of map was
included. These maps are Dynamic Delaunay maps with added displacement lines. These
lines were drawn from all old vertex locations to all new vertex locations and thus show how
the map was transformed.
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Arnhem, IC stations only

Figure 15: Arnhem, IC only, Static Radial
Distance deformation 38412, angle deformation 33.10

Figure 16: Arnhem, IC only, Static Hybrid
475 flips, distance deformation 18860, angle deformation 26.78
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Figure 17: Arnhem, IC only, Dynamic Delaunay
127 flips, distance deformation 5510.9, angle deformation 16.26

Nijmegen (replacement for Arnhem), all stations

Figure 18: Nijmegen, all stations, Static Radial
Distance deformation 182324, angle deformation 44.07
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Figure 19: Nijmegen, all stations, Static Hybrid
1573 flips, distance deformation 63864, angle deformation 34.65

Figure 20: Nijmegen, all stations, Dynamic Delaunay
898 flips, distance deformation 7679.0, angle deformation 22.70
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Amsterdam Centraal, IC stations only

Figure 21: Amsterdam Centraal, IC only, Static Radial
Distance deformation 41694, angle deformation 27.83

Figure 22: Amsterdam Centraal, IC only, Static Hybrid
521 flips, distance deformation 11343, angle deformation 16.53
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Figure 23: Amsterdam Centraal, IC only, Dynamic Delaunay
69 flips, distance deformation 3931.5, angle deformation 13.98
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Figure 24: Amsterdam Centraal, IC only, Dynamic Delaunay with displacement lines
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Amsterdam Centraal, all stations

Figure 25: Amsterdam Centraal, all stations, Static Radial
Distance deformation 172967, angle deformation 44.89

Figure 26: Amsterdam Centraal, all stations, Static Hybrid
1596 flips, distance deformation 59070, angle deformation 34.53
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Figure 27: Amsterdam Centraal, all stations, Dynamic Delaunay
807 flips, distance deformation 9054.2, angle deformation 23.53
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Eindhoven, IC stations only

Figure 28: Eindhoven, IC only, Static Radial
Distance deformation 38855, angle deformation 39.87

Figure 29: Eindhoven, IC only, Static Hybrid
532 flips, distance deformation 10128, angle deformation 24.30
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Figure 30: Eindhoven, IC only, Dynamic Delaunay
89 flips, distance deformation 4603.1, angle deformation 15.01
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Figure 31: Eindhoven, IC only, Dynamic Delaunay with displacement lines
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Eindhoven, all stations

Figure 32: Eindhoven, all stations, Static Radial
Distance deformation 166380, angle deformation 46.58

Figure 33: Eindhoven, all stations, Static Hybrid
1713 flips, distance deformation 35027, angle deformation 33.89
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Figure 34: Eindhoven, all stations, Dynamic Delaunay
762 flips, distance deformation 8191.4, angle deformation 24.31
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Enkhuizen, IC stations only

Figure 35: Enkhuizen, IC only, Static Radial
Distance deformation 70991, angle deformation 35.24

Figure 36: Enkhuizen, IC only, Static Hybrid
407 flips, distance deformation 26991, angle deformation 27.97
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Figure 37: Enkhuizen, IC only, Dynamic Delaunay
101 flips, distance deformation 7753.7, angle deformation 23.05

Enkhuizen, all stations

Figure 38: Enkhuizen, all stations, Static Radial
Distance deformation 221324, angle deformation 45.70
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Figure 39: Enkhuizen, all stations, Static Hybrid
1372 flips, distance deformation 80830, angle deformation 39.54

Figure 40: Enkhuizen, all stations, Dynamic Delaunay
927 flips, distance deformation 10834, angle deformation 29.06
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Enschede, IC stations only

Figure 41: Enschede, IC only, Static Radial
Distance deformation 59264, angle deformation 38.36

Figure 42: Enschede, IC only, Static Hybrid
405 flips, distance deformation 19622, angle deformation 32.02
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Figure 43: Enschede, IC only, Dynamic Delaunay
166 flips, distance deformation 7242.8, angle deformation 23.73
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Figure 44: Enschede, IC only, Dynamic Delaunay with displacement lines
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Enschede, all stations

Figure 45: Enschede, all stations, Static Radial
Distance deformation 236187, angle deformation 50.11

Figure 46: Enschede, all stations, Static Hybrid
1472 flips, distance deformation 53500, angle deformation 39.65
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Figure 47: Enschede, all stations, Dynamic Delaunay
995 flips, distance deformation 8849.3, angle deformation 27.50
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Assen (replacement for Groningen), IC stations only

Figure 48: Assen, IC only, Static Radial
Distance deformation 71206, angle deformation 39.89

Figure 49: Assen, IC only, Static Hybrid
412 flips, distance deformation 38519, angle deformation 32.32
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Figure 50: Assen, IC only, Dynamic Delaunay
213 flips, distance deformation 11536, angle deformation 23.62

Groningen, all stations

Figure 51: Groningen, all stations, Static Radial
Distance deformation 253423, angle deformation 51.63
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Figure 52: Groningen, all stations, Static Hybrid
1473 flips, distance deformation 109423, angle deformation 39.26

Figure 53: Groningen, all stations, Dynamic Delaunay
1159 flips, distance deformation 14001, angle deformation 27.25
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Leeuwarden, IC stations only

Figure 54: Leeuwarden, IC only, Static Radial
Distance deformation 117430, angle deformation 40.61

Figure 55: Leeuwarden, IC only, Static Hybrid
389 flips, distance deformation 97716, angle deformation 29.68
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Figure 56: Leeuwarden, IC only, Dynamic Delaunay
236 flips, distance deformation 13394, angle deformation 26.13

Leeuwarden, all stations

Figure 57: Leeuwarden, all stations, Static Radial
Distance deformation 284588, angle deformation 44.08
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Figure 58: Leeuwarden, all stations, Static Hybrid
1273 flips, distance deformation 217194, angle deformation 37.07

Figure 59: Leeuwarden, all stations, Dynamic Delaunay
1441 flips, distance deformation 15585, angle deformation 26.77
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Middelburg, IC stations only

Figure 60: Middelburg, IC only, Static Radial
Distance deformation 57423, angle deformation 39.10

Figure 61: Middelburg, IC only, Static Hybrid
513 flips, distance deformation 10943, angle deformation 22.21
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Figure 62: Middelburg, IC only, Dynamic Delaunay
92 flips, distance deformation 6325.6, angle deformation 18.62

Middelburg, all stations

Figure 63: Middelburg, all stations, Static Radial
Distance deformation 353982, angle deformation 44.69
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Figure 64: Middelburg, all stations, Static Hybrid
1669 flips, distance deformation 71476, angle deformation 34.76

Figure 65: Middelburg, all stations, Dynamic Delaunay
894 flips, distance deformation 12166, angle deformation 26.61
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Maastricht, IC stations only

Figure 66: Maastricht, IC only, Static Radial
Distance deformation 81383, angle deformation 43.90

Figure 67: Maastricht, IC only, Static Hybrid
479 flips, distance deformation 18419, angle deformation 31.36
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Figure 68: Maastricht, IC only, Dynamic Delaunay
113 flips, distance deformation 7017.8, angle deformation 23.09

Maastricht, all stations

Figure 69: Maastricht, all stations, Static Radial
Distance deformation 238356, angle deformation 47.84
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Figure 70: Maastricht, all stations, Static Hybrid
1807 flips, distance deformation 50727, angle deformation 38.55

Figure 71: Maastricht, all stations, Dynamic Delaunay
884 flips, distance deformation 10421, angle deformation 29.12
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Utrecht Centraal, IC stations only

Figure 72: Utrecht Centraal, IC only, Static Radial
Distance deformation 24836, angle deformation 31.44

Figure 73: Utrecht Centraal, IC only, Static Hybrid
491 flips, distance deformation 11393, angle deformation 23.02
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Figure 74: Utrecht Centraal, IC only, Dynamic Delaunay
82 flips, distance deformation 4703.3, angle deformation 15.85
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Utrecht Centraal, all stations

Figure 75: Utrecht Centraal, all stations, Static Radial
Distance deformation 120772, angle deformation 40.58

Figure 76: Utrecht Centraal, all stations, Static Hybrid
1655 flips, distance deformation 37981, angle deformation 35.58
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Figure 77: Utrecht Centraal, all stations, Dynamic Delaunay
717 flips, distance deformation 7647.7, angle deformation 22.25
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Zwolle, IC stations only

Figure 78: Zwolle, IC only, Static Radial
Distance deformation 58136, angle deformation 37.19

Figure 79: Zwolle, IC only, Static Hybrid
437 flips, distance deformation 40495, angle deformation 28.97
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Figure 80: Zwolle, IC only, Dynamic Delaunay
182 flips, distance deformation 7575.1, angle deformation 19.33

Zwolle, all stations

Figure 81: Zwolle, all stations, Static Radial
Distance deformation 131421, angle deformation 42.67
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Figure 82: Zwolle, all stations, Static Hybrid
1549 flips, distance deformation 57236, angle deformation 35.52

Figure 83: Zwolle, all stations, Dynamic Delaunay
891 flips, distance deformation 9333.1, angle deformation 21.28
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